traditional Italian finishes
natural seasoned slaked lime decorative finishes,
high performance professional wall coatings
and traditional Italian decorative paints

Rialto produces and distributes worldwide natural wall paints,
decorative finishes, professional highperformance wall coatings
and wall protection products Made in Italy. Rialto is a brand of
Covema Vernici S.p.a. Thanks to constant research on technologies
and materials, Rialto has a wide choice of specialty products,
ideal for architectural projects, suitable for interiors, exteriors,
contemporary eco-sustainable projects for the restoration of
historical heritage buildings. The range of products characterised
by the high quality and the unmistakable Made in Italy style has
been successful in many different markets: European countries
as Germany, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, The United Kingdom,
Belgium, The Netherlands and other European nations and also
China, Hong Kong, Japan, U.A.E, and The United States.

The timeless elegance
of Italian design

Company Profile

NATURAL LIME DECORATIVE WALL FINISHES:
sustainable elegance with natural wall finishes

RIALTO HAS BEEN PRODUCING
NATURAL WALL COATINGS IN ITALY
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Rialto has been producing natural wall coatings in Italy for over 50
years, exported and appreciated all over the world. Rialto can also
provide technical solutions for architects and organisations involved
in the conservation and protection of the architectural heritage,
international workshops and video training courses.

RIALTO TINTING SYSTEM
INTEGRATES THE RANGE OF
PRODUCTS AND BASES
Rialto tinting system integrates the range of products, bases, tintable
basecoats and protective components of the technical cycles with
a series of extremely powerful colour tools and colour collections,
colour charts and colour fan decks for the colour choice of end users,
architects and designers. The system is composed by a complete
range of colouring pastes, a multitude of colour formulations for all
products in the Rialto range managed by an advanced user-friendly
colour management software.

Rialto’s constant research on technologies
and materials has developed a wide choice of
products, ideal for all types of architecture:
» finishes based on seasoned slaked lime,

The system offers the possibility of controlling costs of colorants of
each colour formulation and is connected to modern and advanced
tinting machines. A team of colourists in the customer service
technical department supports and assists distributors through an on
line service.

» traditional lime plasters,
» decorative lime finishes, such as the marmorino and the travertine
effect,
» venetian plasters,
» metallic stuccoes (gold and silver),
» decorative Italian paints,
» and a specialised range of siloxane and high-performance
coatings.

LIME PRODUCTS ARE ECO-FRIENDLY
NATURAL WALL FINISHES
Rialto lime products are eco-friendly natural wall paints and plasters
based on a magnesian slaked lime seasoned for at least 24 months.
This process allows Rialto to offer unique natural sustainable wall
finishes and solutions of great aesthetic value. Rialto lime products
are used in the construction of new innovative green buildings
that comply with the requirements of bio-architecture and on the
restoration of historic buildings. They follow traditional procedures
and recipes using the best Italian natural raw materials such as pure
white Carrara marble.
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Rialto is a brand of
Covema Vernici

Rialto products: elegance
and sophistication

Covema Group is formed by eight Italian brands that operate in the
décor business, with different specialisations.

Rialto products bring the elegance and sophistication of Italian
design to the world of architectural coatings. The Group collaborates
continuously with Architects, Interior Designers, Distributors and
Trend Setters to keep the collections’ colour ranges up to date and on
trend, and to provide a series of cutting-edge tools that present the
new colours on the market.
Covema Vernici SpA, was founded in 1962 in Torino, Italy and today
the group has become one of the leading companies in the Italian
decorative and professional paint industry with specialised product
lines and brands focused on wall surfaces decoration and protection
and decorative flooring systems, for the professional market, the DIY
market and retail market.
Covema Group’s brands are: Covema Vernici, Sandtex, Rialto,
I Colori della Terra, Errelab floor resins, Estro, Hyrid,
Idea Wall and We Are Color.

COVEMA Vernici S.p.A.
strada della barra, 5
10040 - druento - torino
tel. +39 011 994 1800

Product Code: A2000009221

The Covema Group headquarters is based in Druento, Torino,
connected to the factory where the different lines of products are
manufactured using renewable energy produced autonomously. The
Rialto team is based in the business unit of Trieste where the group’s
export department, a distribution center, a training academy, a colour
lab, a technical office and a showroom are based.

rialto
via caduti sul lavoro, 7 - z.i. noghere
34015 muggia - trieste - italy
tel. +39 040 9897300
rialto@rialto-colors.com - www.rialto-colors.com
rialto is a brand of:
COVEMA Vernici S.p.A.

